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Abstract 
 
Paleontology builds on a broad base of knowledge and technology developed in industry and academia. The field has challenges that 
must be addressed in integrating aspects of the discipline and marketing our technologies to the broader community to continue to be 
effective. Industry has contributed to utility by synthesizing data from multiple fossil groups, emphasizing geologic context, 
pioneering new approaches from sequence stratigraphy to well biosteering, and analyzing numerous sections in high sedimentation 
rate basins. Academia has emphasized biological effects on fossils in space and time, built integrative databases, provided high quality 
sections from land and Ocean Drilling Program, and pioneered stable isotope and multivariate analyses. Academic work has built on 
the sequence stratigraphic base of industry by modeling effects of sequence architecture on fossil occurrence and estimating statistical 
uncertainty for biostratigraphy. Environmental micropaleontology, such as the late Holocene of the Gulf of Mexico “dead zone,” 
brings tools developed for deeper time to bear on shallow time to the benefit of larger society.  
 
Integration of all recoverable fossil groups with the larger context is the key to effective use of fossils. Industry has been better 
situated to integrate multiple groups, but data acquisition from consultants can allow fragmentation in industry to persist. Limits that 
must be addressed are narrow links between academia and industry, continued specialty and society fragmentation, such intense 
industry focus on today’s question that technology development is neglected, and the small faculty population at graduate universities 
to produce future micropaleontologists. From its outset in 1978, North American Micropaleontology Section (NAMS) has acted to 
bring the disparate parts of micropaleontology together. This includes sessions at AAPG and research conferences on geologic 
applications of microfossils. These have brought together specialists in multiple fossils, training in new tools like CHRONOS, and 
showcased the best integrated paleontologic‐geologic case studies. We need to market paleontology more effectively to the larger 
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scientific communities. I advocate “infiltration” by presenting paleontology’s utility in the meetings of these other communities. 
NAMS can aid this effort by forging better links with other paleontological societies and continue to provide a link for 
micropaleontologic and industry/academic endeavors. 
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Roadmap
• What is Integration?

• What academia and industry bring 
to the party

• Think outside the bottle

• Challenges of the next generation

• Infiltration



Integration Is
• Use of Multiple Fossil Groups

• Approaches Known Across all 
Paleontology

• Paleontology With Other Data 
(Geological or Biological)

• Societies, Meetings



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Each of these is an area in which we can do better. Societies, Venues [to put Things Together] 



Gulf Basin Wells with Paleontology

Courtesy Roger Witmer and Tom Dignes,  Chevron



 

 

Notes by Presenter: This increased biostratigraphic resolution is illustrated on this schematic of a Gulf of Mexico offshore Texas seismic profile using Mobil’s 
bioevent framework.  The five updip benthic correlation horizons have been supplemented with the addition of basinward planktonic events, 
providing a three-fold increase in regional biostratigraphic resolution.  Locally, additional events facilitate in-field correlation between the 22 
illustrated bioevents. 



Geologic Context



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Jack Neal, et al graphic correlation with multiple fossil groups 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Maybe it is not necessary to show an outcrop picture. 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Large number of cored holes with magnetostrat. Largely in low sedi rate settings. 



From 

Holland (1995)

Simulation of Sequence Effects on ranges
Confidence Limits

Models and Statistics



Notes by Presenter (for Previous slide):

This simple model shows ranges concentrated in the “condensed section,” but since it is  purely in the time domain, isn’t affected by the geology of 
the condensed section.  This is important for advancing understanding of all the controls on ranges. 

Other academic work on confidence limits on ranges, although using statistical models that may not apply to many real world settings, are addressing 
uncertainty in interpretation which is important. 

Holland’s model is purely in the time domain and assumes no lateral transport, so many features of the condensed section don’t apply: abundant 
microfossil abundance created by sedimentation starvation, transport of pelagic ocean fossils into continental margins. 

Also mention confidence limits on strat ranges. 

  



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Linking data from molecular systematics to age through paleontology. Testing the molecular clock (no one point extrapolations). 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Database and Display: Standard Stratigraphic Framework 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Opening new frontiers 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: How long has anything you see today existed? Current low-oxygen bottom. Note Core G27 in center. 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: So, the historical record shows the “dead zone” has existed for some time and is apparently getting more anoxic. Applying techniques of 
deep time to very shallow time 



USDA Gets a Life (stage)

Palynology in 
Integrated Pest Management

Corn Earworm (Helicoverpa zea)—
agricultural pest

What does it do when it grows up?



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Onagraceae 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: This started as consulting work for Vaughn Bryant at TAMU, but became a fulltime job for one of his graduate students 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Demographics (academic and industry) Industry Paleontology too expensive, Academic Paleontology not expensive enough. Industry 
apprenticeship “system” if not broken, is badly bent 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Remember most students will not be professional paleontologists 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Society meaning other paleontologists, industry, broader society, government. People won’t pay attention to us just because they ought to. 
To be blunt, beat the others over the head with what you can do. All MUST play a role. Publications are only permanent record; industry can’t leave 
this entirely up to academia 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: To be blunt, beat the others over the head with what you can do. 



 

 

Notes by Presenter: Communication includes talking at meetings and publications 



Integration

• Address Problems with Multiple Fossil 
Groups

• Unite Paleontology

• Paleontology With Geology or Biology

• Promote our value through infiltration, 
regular meetings, and publication
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